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Abstract— In this work we present a 3D dynamic simulation 
analysis for the reliability evaluation of a decananometer 
MOSFET device. We have focused our attention on the Random 
Telegraph Noise (RTN) phenomenon, showing that the statistical 
variability induced by the discrete nature of matter and charge 
has a fundamental impact on the reliability performance of 
nanoscale devices, in both transient and steady-state operating 
regimes. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Random telegraph noise (RTN) is a rapidly increasing threat to 
advanced CMOS scaling [1-2]. The impact of RTN on the 
reliability of SRAM memory cell operation has been shown to 
be important starting from the 40 nm generation [3] and to be 
increasing with cell scaling [4-5]. A robust design aiming to 
RTN threshold voltage instabilities suppression should rely on 
accurate understanding of the physics governing the RTN 
phenomenon, including also the interplay with the variability 
induced by the atomistic nature of dopants [6-7]. Further, the 
RTN instabilities exhibit significant transient effects when the 
device is biased under time-dependent gate voltages [8]. In this 
case, evaluating the reliability by means of a steady-state 
analysis can lead to misleading results [9]. In this work we 
present, for the first time, a dynamic RTN simulation study 
employing a physics-based trapping/detrapping model in 
presence of atomistic doping. Our analysis shows that 
variability induced by atomistic doping plays an important role 
in determining the reliability features of nanoscale devices, 
both in transient and steady-state conditions. These results 
advocate the use of 3D statistical simulations as fundamental 
complement of any experimental characterization of oxide 
traps leading to RTN. 

II. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY 
We performed 3D simulations of a well-scaled 25 nm 
MOSFET device using the GSS ‘atomistic’ simulator 
GARAND featuring a drift-diffusion approximation with 
density gradient quantum corrections [10]. Fig.1 shows the  

 
Fig.1 Effective potential for the 25nm atomistic MOSFET 
(VG=0.15V,VD=0.05V). 
 
effective potential in the presence of a random configuration of 
dopants. The single oxide trap leading to RTN is modelled by 
assigning three positional coordinates (xT,yT,zT), one energy 
level (ET,0) and a capture cross-section (σ). In the present study 
we evaluate the impact of the trap position variability (xT,yT) 
over the channel area, keeping constant zT=0.3nm (from 
Si/SiO2 interface), σ=10-14 cm2, ET,0=3.33eV (below the SiO2 
conduction band).  

Simulation of RTN signal is achieved within a Kinetic 
Monte Carlo (KMC) engine implemented in GARAND, as 
shown in Fig.2. After solving the 3D electrostatics and current 
continuity equation (at VG=0.15V,VD=0.05V), the average 
capture time <τc> for the single trap is computed integrating 
the tunnelling gate current density that reaches the trap (WKB 
approximation) over an area equal to the trap cross-section σ , 
as explained in  [11]. The average emission time <τe> is 
calculated according to the SRH statistics: 
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Fig.2 Kinetic MonteCarlo engine for dynamic RTN simulation. 
 
Then the actual capture and emission constants are randomly 
extracted from exponential distributions of average value <τc> 
and <τe>. Based on these constants, the KMC-engine choose 
the next event (capture or emission) and the dynamic 
simulation time is increased by the extracted τc or τe. The loop 
is repeated until the desired reading time is reached. An 
example of simulated dynamic drain current in presence of a 
single active RTN trap is presented in Fig.3. Because of the 
non-negligible trap energy level shift following a trapping 
event in nanoscale devices (Fig. 4), the SRH statistics may not 
be fully appropriate for modelling the capture and emission 
time constants and corrective terms due to Coulomb blockade 
effects should be taken into account [12]. However, the aim of 
this work is to stress the importance of variability in reliability 
simulation of decananometer MOSFETs and not to present an 
ultimate model for the capture and emission time constants 
ruling the RTN behaviour. 

III. RELIABILITY RESULTS IN PRESENCE OF VARIABILITY 

A. RTN time constants and trap occupancy 
Figs. 5 and 6 show the dynamic trap occupancy for the two 
cases studied – continuously doped device and ‘atomistically’ 
doped device. In both cases the occupancy of the single trap is 
evaluated for two different trap positions (POS 1 and POS 2 in 
Fig.7) over the channel area. The trap occupancy, defined as in 
[9], is obtained by averaging more than 200 dynamic RTN 
simulations (as Fig. 3) for each case. In the same figures the 
analytical result obtained from  

Occin (t) =Occss 1! exp(!t / !*)                    (2) 
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is also shown, where <τc> and <τe> are established from the 
3D statistical simulations. Note that eqs. (2)-(4) are easily 
derived assuming that RTN can be described as a Markovian 
chain, which has been experimentally and analytically 
demonstrated [13]. 

 
Fig.3 Example of simulated dynamic drain current in presence of a 
single active RTN trap in the gate oxide. 

 
Fig.4 Schematics of the conduction band diagram illustrating 
trapping and emission process. 
 
Figs. 5 and 6 clearly show the transient effect on the RTN trap 
occupancy. In particular, erroneous results of reliability 
performance are obtained for devices operating under dynamic 
condition with frequency f >1/τ*, if trap occupancy is 
evaluated using a steady-state analysis. Besides, comparison 
of Fig.5 and Fig.6 demonstrates the critical role played by 
variability on reliability performance. Indeed, Fig. 6 shows 
that the RTN behaviour, in both transient and steady-state 
regime, dramatically changes depending on the trap position 
over the channel active area. Indeed, not only the steady-state 
occupancy is different for the two positions in the atomistic 
device, but also the transient occupancy evolves with 
completely different time constants (τ* values are reported in 
the corresponding pictures captions). Fig. 5 highlights that 
only a small part of this variability can be attributed to the 3D 
non-uniform electrostatics over the channel area of a 
nanoscale transistor. Finally, to generalize this analysis we 
show in Fig.8 the variability of <τc> and <τe> due to change of 
(xT,yT) over the whole channel area, emphasizing the impact 
of the atomistic doping on RTN time constants. 

B. RTN power spectral density 
The analysis presented in section III.A can be used to study 
the effects of statistical variability on the RTN power 
spectrum in the frequency domain. It has been widely assessed 
that RTN shows a Lorentzian power spectrum with a low 
frequency plateau followed by a high-frequency tail featuring 
a 1/f2 slope [14-15]. 
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Fig.5 Trap occupancy versus normalized simulation time for the 
continuously doped device in Fig.7. The value of τ* for the two 
positions are 1.4x10-2 and 1.8x10-2 s.  

 
Fig.6 Trap occupancy versus normalized simulation time for the 
atomistic device in Fig.7. The value of τ* for the two positions are 
5.5x10-3 and 1.5x102 s.  
 
Following the Machlup approach [15], the power spectral 
density of the drain current affected by RTN noise can be 
written as: 

SID ( f ) =
4Occ(1!Occ) ! * "ID

2
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                   (5) 

where f is the frequency, Occ is the trap occupancy probability 
function as defined in sec. III.A, τ* is defined by eq. (4) and 
ΔID is the drain current shift following each trapping event 
(Fig.3). Please note that the occupancy value varies depending 
whether the gate bias is constant or alternate, as already shown 
in sec III.A. Moreover, also τ* assumes different values 
depending whether the RTN is evaluated under stationary or 
dynamic gate stress conditions: in the first case τ* is simply 
given by eq. (4), while in the second case τ* needs to be 
evaluated accordingly to [9]: 
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where T is the period of the alternate gate bias, THIGH and 
TLOW define the duty cycle of the gate signal. Because τ* 
strongly depends on the applied gate voltage, then it becomes 
mandatory to re-evaluate it each time that the applied gate 
voltage changes: for this reason in eq. (6) we use a different  

 

 
Fig.7 Electron density in the cannel area for a continuously doped 
device (A) and an atomistic device (B). The two positions of the 
analyzed trap are also indicated. Traps sketched in figure are 
unoccupied. 

 
label for τ*HIGH  (τ* when the gate is high) and for τ*LOW (τ* 
when the gate is low). 
Figs. 9 and 10 show the RTN power spectrum for the 
continuously doped device (see Fig.7A) and for the 
atomistically doped device (see Fig.7B). It is evident that the 
noise spectrum is strongly affected by the random dopant 
fluctuations-induced statistical variability. Further, the effect 
of applying an alternate gate stress is considered, showing that 
the noise spectrum can also increase (Fig. 10) and not only 
decrease when the device is subject to switched bias 
conditions. This behavior, noticed already in [16], has been 
experimentally reported [17] and can be captured in 
simulations only if the τ* dependence on the applied voltage is 
taken into account in eq. (6). Please note that, in the case of 
alternate gate bias, the drain current presents a deterministic 
alternate behavior that is superimposed to the stochastic RTN 
signal. The deterministic component results in a series of δ -
function peaks in the power spectrum located at fswitch, 3fswitch, 
5fswitch, etc [16]. These components are not taken into account 
by eq. (5) and are not of interest for our analysis. Finally, it is 
worth pointing out that an additional source of variability in 
the power spectrum comes from the stochastic behavior of 
ΔID. It has been shown that ΔID is statistically dispersed over 
the channel area of a nanoscale device [5,7].  



 
 

Fig.8 Simulated <τc> and <τe> as a function of trap position along L 
for 100 traps uniformly distributed over the channel area (atomistic 
device in Fig.7). 
 

 
Fig.9 Simulated RTN power spectrum for two trap positions, using a 
constant (solid lines) and alternate (dashed lines, fswitch=1kHz, duty 
cycle 50%) gate stress. Continuously doped device in Fig.7. 
 

 
Fig.10 Simulated RTN power spectrum for two trap positions, using a 
constant (solid lines) and alternate (dashed lines, fswitch=1kHz, duty 
cycle 50%) gate stress. Atomistically doped device in Fig.7. 

 
Fig.11 Simulated <τc> as a function of ΔID for 100 trap positions 
uniformly distributed over the channel area (atomistic device in 
Fig.7). 
 
We show in Fig.11 that not only ΔID is statistically dispersed 
over the channel area, but also that ΔID and τ* are totally 
uncorrelated, making it clear that the power spectrum density 
cannot completely characterize the corresponding RTN in 
nanoscale devices. 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented for the first time a 3D dynamic simulation 
analysis of the RTN related reliability behaviour of 
decananometer MOSFETs. We have shown that variability 
due to atomistic doping is of outmost importance in assessing 
the static and transisent RTN behaviour and its impact on the 
reliability performance of nanoscale transistors.  
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